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Abstract 
ELEANOR AND THE EGG 
Kelly Mie Ota, MFA 
The University of Texas at Austin, 2015 
Supervisor:  Andrew Shea 
This report summarizes the script development, pre-production, production and 
post-production of the making of the short narrative film Eleanor and the Egg. This film 
was produced as my graduate thesis film in the department of Radio-Television-Film at 
the University of Texas at Austin in partial fulfillment of a Master of Fine Arts in Film 
Production.  
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Introduction 
“Exploration is in our nature. We began as wanderers, and we are wanderers still. 
We have lingered long enough on the shores of cosmic ocean. We are ready at last to set 
sails for the stars.” – Carl Sagan 
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The Story of Still Finding It 
 I come from a background of self-taught cinema. I didn’t know that being a 
filmmaker was my dream until I was already doing it. Looking back, it seems obvious 
that I had a passion for storytelling, but lacked the confidence to claim it as my identity. 
Once, when I was about eight years old or so, I told my uncle that I wanted to be an artist. 
Being a practical man, who had gone into medicine, and eventually retired into his 
passion for farming, he simply replied, “Well, that’s great, but you have to be really 
talented and lucky to really make it. What are you going to do about money?” A powerful 
question and reality that is still relevant to me today. But, as an eight year old, it put a 
pang of self-doubt, and made me question whether I was worthy to do something I truly 
loved.  
 As I grew up, I still did things I loved, but it always felt like there was a 
timestamp on it. I better enjoy this now, because it’s not going to last. In sixth grade, the 
Greek play I wrote for a project was selected to perform in front of the school, and I got 
to direct it. In high school, I directed a documentary about the Japanese Internment 
Camps in America during World War II for my AP U.S. History class. And, when I 
started undergrad at the University of Washington in Seattle, I decided to treat myself and 
sign up for a fun class for my first quarter there – Intro to Film. Though the classes at 
UW were primarily studies, I took all three of the classes that offered production in some 
capacity, as well as signed up for a study aboard program that had a filmmaking 
component. I surrounded myself with friends that liked to make movies. When I wasn’t 
in class or doing homework, I was on set for whatever latest sketch short we were 
making. After a while, it became obvious that filmmaking was where I was going to stay.    
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I was a late bloomer in taking charge of my voice, and in many ways, I’m still 
searching. I always wanted to direct and write, but I was also always naturally gifted at 
planning and organizing. It wasn’t that my filmmaking partners weren’t supportive of my 
voice, but for a good while they just had louder voices than I did. I started to get 
pigeonholed into producing and assistant directing. I enjoyed the work, but it always felt 
like something was missing. I started to feel creatively unfulfilled, but did not know what 
story I wanted to tell.  
I graduated from University of Washington in June 2009. I was a bit lost, working 
in retail and still just doing other people’s films on the side. The shorts we made were 
always meant for web based releases, never really made it to festivals, and while I loved 
making them with my friends, it was never really my voice. Though I had taught myself a 
lot when it came to how to produce and make a short happen, including crew hierarchy 
and breaking down scripts, I also could feel my lack of training in production a lot of the 
time. I had not thought about grad school in a long time, but needing a change in so many 
ways, I started thinking about it again.  I was craving that structure of learning, and I 
liked the idea of teaching as both a way to become a stronger filmmaker and an 
alternative career. 
Earlier that year, my grandmother, a woman who was such a huge part of my 
childhood, passed away. The heartbreak was unshakeable, and I took to writing to deal 
with it. I wrote a screenplay called Kampai, and my filmmaking partners were behind me 
one hundred percent in making it happen. This was really the first narrative film that I 
had written and directed completely on my own. I was lucky to have a talented team of 
people behind me. It was my first lesson in “You’re only as strong as your 
collaborations.” I called in all of my favors that I had built up over the years. We 
somehow got talented actors to work for free. And, it was really my first time working 
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with an editor as a director. We finished the film as I was applying to grad school. And, it 
premiered at the Seattle International Film Festival as I was leaving for Austin.   
I was finally settling into my voice and in my identity as a filmmaker, and feeling 
comfortable that perhaps my style of storytelling was not like my friends, which was 
purely comedic parodies. When I try to be anything in particular when I’m trying to tell a 
story, writer’s block immediately sets in. So, perhaps I need to tell stories that are more 
directly linked to things I have experienced – things that are based in an emotional truth 
or life event. Though even that lesson of where I draw my strongest stories from was a 
few films away from being learned.   
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Development 
“I	  open	  at	  the	  close.”	  
On the morning of February 20, 2013, my beloved Aunt Theresa passed away. 
She had struggled for years fighting cancer. She left behind five devoted siblings, a 
husband and a daughter about to enter high school. Being from a close-knit family, of 
course the news weighed heavily on me. I have had family members pass away before, 
but none that had left so tragically young. I couldn’t stop thinking of my cousin, Sarah. 
Being a teenager is difficult enough, but to lose a mother at such an impressionable age – 
what would that be like?  
All of this happened in the midst of my Pre-Thesis Spring semester. Shortly 
afterward, I had to pitch a concept for my thesis film. I knew I wanted to write a coming 
of age story about a teenager being raised by a single father, but I felt that I was still too 
close to the loss. So, to counterbalance that, I aimed to tell this story with a comedic 
angle. I tend to lean toward comedy, but I also believe that even the most heavy and 
dramatic stories should have moments of levity to them. 
 
The	  Writing	  Partner	  and	  Producing	  Everyone’s	  Thesis:	  A	  Journey	  
Additionally, I decided to seek out a writing partner to help me keep some 
perspective on the topic still so fresh. Though I wrote my Pre-Thesis, First Bike, mostly 
on my own, I ended up bringing on my friend and colleague, Penny Cox (RTF M.F.A. 
Screenwriting) toward the end of my script development to help me tighten up structure 
and punch up dialogue. When we teamed up, I was well on my way to a solid script, but 
Penny helped me push it further. Her sharp understanding of character and story, no 
matter what the genre, is brilliant, and I found that collaborating with her made my best 
ideas better. I wanted that kind of partnership again.  
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Though Penny and I worked well together, she was heading off to L.A., and I 
wondered if it would be better to pair up with someone I could have in person meetings 
with. I ended up teaming with Philip Hoover, a M.F.A. Screenwriting candidate at the 
time. After seeing his comedy writing in a feature screenwriting class we took together in 
the fall of 2012, I knew he could write in a comedic tone I was initially interested in.  
Summer 2013 arrived, and with various holidays abroad and out of state, our 
schedules barely overlapped. We may have met once over the summer to finish outlining, 
but that was it. Out of nowhere, classes started up again. Phil had his own thesis to write, 
and about six months earlier, I had signed on to produce Nathan Duncan’s graduate 
thesis, Leaves on Trees, which was now facing principle photography in October. Though 
I managed to (finally) write my first full draft of Eleanor and the Egg for my Thesis 
Production class to workshop, for the most part, my own thesis fell by the wayside.  
After successfully wrapping the first film I had ever fully produced for someone 
else, I moved swiftly into production and post-production for my Dogma film, +/-. From 
there, I went straight into producing Nathan Efstation’s graduate thesis film, Megan and 
Dan, with Déjà Bernhardt in January 2014. I needed to start devoting time on my own 
film, but the opportunity to work with Déjà, who had a reputation of being a good 
producer, was appealing to me. I wanted to learn more and make more connections. I told 
myself, after this one, no more producing other people’s films. I have to focus on 
Eleanor. But, shortly after wrapping Megan and Dan, Mariam Aziz approached me about 
producing her graduate thesis. Putting aside the fact that Mariam was one of my first 
friends in my cohort and in Austin, I’ve seen her grow into a beautiful filmmaker, and I 
fully believe in her voice and vision. I wanted to say yes. So, Eleanor was put off again. 
Upon wrapping Mariam’s film, Who is Paloma Carter? at the end of May, I 
departed again for another summer abroad to see my sister graduate from her program at 
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LAMDA. It may have seemed counterproductive to some, but after a year of producing 
three graduate thesis films, and I knew that if I stayed in Austin, I would be continued to 
ask to work on other people’s films. I needed a break and time away from Austin in order 
to refocus on my own film. Though Phil and I were technically still writing partners, we 
had barely worked together all year on the script, and by the time I was settling back into 
writing, he was on his way to moving to L.A. to start a real world job. I eventually had to 
make the difficult decision to move on from our partnership.  
Suddenly, I was facing writing Eleanor alone. I struggled for most of the summer, 
battling severe writer’s block. I was lost. I had the bones of my story, but I couldn’t see 
past that.  
Then, I found Amanda Gotera.  
We officially teamed up shortly after I returned to the States in August. Amanda 
started the production program a year after me, and we always had similar tastes in 
stories and films. So, a writing partnership was an easy transition. Writing with Amanda 
was like a breath of fresh air.  
Our process of collaboration took on several forms. We would take turns writing 
passes, sometimes whole passes at a time, and some times partial ones depending on our 
schedules and if one of us was burnt out on the script. And, there were also some times 
when we would sit down in a coffee shop and work on the script together, especially 
when we got to scenes that we were both struggling with on our own. The only time I can 
recall us disagreeing on anything was when we had a table read with some friends and 
received some feedback. Even then, it wasn’t even a conflict, but more a difference in 
people we completely trusted with feedback.  
No matter what, I knew that she had my back, and she knew I had hers. It was 
incredibly freeing to be able to talk about character, structure, and the nuances of voice 
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over in such depth with someone who cared just as much as I did. It’s one of the many 
examples of how any true partnership in filmmaking is such a gift to be cherished.  
 
Finding	  the	  Story,	  and	  Then	  Finding	  It	  Again	  
Here’s how the story went down: 
Phil and I spent several meetings developing a story about a boy having trouble 
letting go of the past and growing up into his adolescence. His single dad was finally 
starting to date again, his childhood best friend was too busy with his new girlfriend to 
spend any time with him anymore, and he gets stuck with the weird girl at school for a 
science project. There was a lot going on for a short film.  
The summer before my 3rd year, I struggled to find my voice in the story that Phil 
and I had crafted. I realized that up until this point, I had never really written a story with 
a male protagonist before. I wondered if that was why I dive into the main character’s 
perspective. In fact, why am I writing a male protagonist again? I couldn’t remember. So, 
as an exercise to try to get out of my writer’s block, I decided to change the boy, Elliot, to 
a girl, Eleanor. And, it stuck.  
As I continued to write outlines and drafts, I grew more confident that switching 
gender roles was the right choice. Up until that point, it was always important to me to 
have more women in leading roles, both on camera and behind the camera, but it wasn’t 
until this film that I was consciously making choices for that reason. It’s not only 
important to have more female voices, but also show different perspectives and 
experiences of women.  
Moreover, I had forgotten the roots of the story I was telling. Going back to that, 
back to all the feeling of losing my aunt and the heartbreak I felt for my cousin Sarah, 
helped ground me again. I wasn’t sure how much of that was going to be in the final 
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product, but I knew I couldn’t shy away from it, and I couldn’t forget whom I was 
making this film for. I realized that I was not only making this film for my cousin Sarah, 
but I was making this film for all of my cousins who were going through the 
awkwardness of becoming and being teenagers. So much changes and so quickly, and I 
wanted to make a film about letting go of any pains that life throws at them, letting new 
things in, and that through it all, it’s all going to be okay.  
Even from there, the script went through some crazy changes. In my first draft, 
Eleanor’s ex-best friend Michael was secretly gay, and she was in love with him. In the 
earlier drafts, it felt organic and natural, but I continued to write, that aspect of his 
character started to feel tact on, and it started to complicate things. I eventually shed 
Michael’s B-Story, as well as Eleanor’s romantic feelings for him. I was tired of teen 
romantic comedies, and I wondered if I took the concept of a teen buddy movie, like 
Superbad, but made it about a complicated friendship between two people of the opposite 
sex.  
Friendships between boys and girls seem to fracture so easily, especially when 
they hit adolescence. The combination of cooties, hormones, interest changes, and the 
development of different social pressures complicate things. Already, Eleanor and 
Michael might have probably followed that path, but the death of Eleanor’s mom 
complicated things further. A lot of adults can hardly deal with death, so I certainly found 
it believable that a kid wouldn’t know how to handle let alone relate to someone 
experiencing something so heavy and real.   
With all of this in mind, I wanted to tie in a childhood love of space and stars to 
the depth of what Eleanor was going through. To me, Eleanor was someone who is wise 
beyond her years, and sees things differently than your average high school student. She 
has a depth to her both intellectually and emotionally. For a little while, I considered 
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playing with the performance and writing style similar to the film Submarine as well as 
films by Wes Anderson, such as Moonrise Kingdom, which I love and successfully 
portray and treat youth more like adults. But, in those drafts, I felt like a lot of the heart 
was missing and it didn’t feel as genuine. A lot of people have their issues with 
voiceover, but I felt that this film called for it in order to really get into Eleanor’s head.   
I also chose to add (and keep) flashbacks, which some people dislike relying on. 
But, in a short, I felt that I needed a quick way of injecting some emotional and nostalgic 
backstory for the sake of character development. I did not want to do anything outrageous 
or complicated, but more so dip in and out of moments.  
As the script changed (a lot), so did the relationship of the characters. There were 
several scenes and moments that I tried my hardest to keep. But “killing your babies,” as 
they like to call it, is difficult. One of the things that ended up getting left behind is an 
element in the scene in the bathroom. In the very first draft, after the egg gets smashed 
over Eleanor’s head, Michael goes into the girls’ bathroom to check on her, and helps her 
wash her hair. I loved that scene. It was vulnerable and touching. However, as the falling 
out between the characters grew, it no longer felt natural for that to happen.  
Writing a script is emotional. You lose yourself in it in the bliss of things 
working, and in the emotional despair of writer’s block. Sometimes you lose sight of the 
original intent. But something that I always held onto was that no matter how my script 




Creating	  the	  Team	  
Refining the nuances of a set dynamic is complicated, but important. Of course 
everyone wants talented people on your side, but people with good attitudes that go well 
together is what really makes or breaks a set atmosphere. Ideally, a set should have a 
combination of people technical ability, but who also won’t shrink in the face of any 
inevitable problems that might pop up along the way. It’s about balancing efficiency and 
seriousness with lightness and good senses of humor.  
The first person I asked to join my production team was my director of 
photography. I wanted to work with Patrick Smith for a number of reasons. Should we 
pair up, he and I would have to work over long distance for most of pre-production (since 
he lives in L.A.). There was a brief moment where I considered working with someone 
else for the sake of having a partner in Austin for all of pre-production and location 
scouts, but I ultimately decided to go with my gut. Deb Lewis advised that it’s rare to 
find someone who you collaborate so well with, and I agree. Patrick is the kind of partner 
you want in a D.P. On top of being talented, he is kind, and smart, and you can trust that 
he always has your back.  
After having the experience of producing for three other thesis films, and seeing 
how helpful it is for a director’s focus and process to have a producer they could trust, I 
knew I needed a good team. I initially approached Mitch O’Hearn, who at the time was 
wrapping up is first year in the grad program. I had really only had small encounters with 
him at that point, but enough to know that he was both interested in producing (which is 
key, and also scarce), and that we got along well. He has the kind of sensitive and 
generous personality that you want in a producer to protect you from things, as well as an 
approachable demeanor that helps with asking people for favors. I was relieved to have 
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him, but I also knew that with his own Pre-Thesis workload, I would need to create a 
team of producers. 
The timing wasn’t right to ask Déjà Bernhardt right away. She was just coming 
off of Megan and Dan, and almost immediately left the country for family vacation. But, 
it was clear I needed someone like her on my side. She is experienced, and I know I can 
trust her to make sure things are getting done. Though she and Mitch had never met, I 
could tell that their personalities would mesh well. Since she was no longer in school and 
had a number of personal projects going on, on top of being a mother, I was nervous I 
would not be able to get her on board. Once she agreed, I was absolutely confident that 
between her and Mitch, I was in good hands.  
Shortly after adding Déjà to Team Eleanor, I found out my good friend and 
producing protégé, Sophia Yu was not only coming back to Austin after a stint at UTLA, 
but also staying for a while. I was over the moon and made sure to snatch her up 
immediately to assist Déjà and Mitch pick up any producing slack. And, thus, the “Panda 
Power” team, as we lovingly called ourselves, was assembled. They are an unstoppable 
force to be reckoned with.  
Another important component to creating the world of Eleanor was not only a 
good production designer, but also the right production designer. All of the graduate 
students had started working with the same production designers over an over again, and 
they all were talented, lovely people to work with. But, some of my colleagues started 
running into the issue of production designers overbooking themselves, which led to 
them not being as present on set and replacing themselves with less than competent 
people. I needed someone who I could rely on being on set, watching frame and making 
sure the look was consistent. I started interviewing both designers that I had already 
worked with in the past, and ones from the MFA program at the UT Drama School. There 
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were initially a couple false starts with designers, ones that I almost started working with, 
but then schedule conflicts arose. It was looking pretty grim, and I wondered if I had set 
the bar too high, or was asking for too much. I was getting nervous.  
Finally, I landed on Teena Sauvola, a UT MFA Production Designer (See 
Appendix D). She was someone I funnily enough thought of as a potential candidate 
about a year before when I was still developing the script. I went to the UT Design Show 
that they put on every year, saw her portfolio of work, and thought she might have the 
right aesthetic for the kind of film I was writing. And, as it turns out, I was right. She 
identified so much with Eleanor’s character, being a kid who loved science and 
stargazing. For the most part, she “got it” when it came to aesthetic, though as her first 
time designing for film, I had to guide her every once in a while when it came to set 
protocol, etc. I also set her up with a talented art department team, Thoa Nguyen, Maria 
Situ and Nancy Lemus, all of whom I trusted. The four of them made a really good team! 
When it came to wardrobe, I knew developing and finding the right look for each 
of the characters was important, but I had both never worked with a costume designer 
before nor knew any. Déjà introduced me to Hailley Lauren, who is actually usually an 
actress, but has an amazing sense of style and could sew. We had a couple meetings so I 
could give her references (mainly Lindsay Weir from Freaks and Geeks; See Appendix 
F). But for the most part, she took the concepts and ran with it, and only really texting me 
photo updates of things she was thinking about that need my approval. Not having to 
worry about that aspect of pre-production was incredible.  
I also decided early on that I wanted to hire a professional location sound mixer. 
There just are not enough people in the department that are both interested in sound and 
good at it. I have been on countless productions where the sound department is a 
hodgepodge of people with varying levels of experience, which can lead to very 
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inconsistent levels and quality. That was one department that I wanted to make sure I 
didn’t have to worry at all about, even if it meant paying someone. We ended up bringing 
on Landry Gideon, who was a delight to work with. He was professional, but helped keep 
the set light, and did not once worry about the quality of sound we were getting.   
Casting	  
There was a combination of things that lead me to working with a professional 
casting director. Initially, in earlier scripts, Eleanor and Michael were much younger, and 
I wanted help with both finding young principle actors who felt natural, but also casting 
younger counter parts of the leads and actors who could pass as Eleanor’s parents. In 
addition, I initially wanted to try to find actors that were ethnically diverse. At first, I was 
in talks with Vicky Boone, and at one point pretty much had her booked. But, in the end, 
a show she was working on was extended and she had to back out. She suggested 
working with Brock Allen, who I had worked with as a producer on two other projects. 
After a lot of thought and debating the options, I decided to approach them. They were 
really excited about the script, so I had high hopes that things would work out. 
We talked about the pros and cons of casting the younger age that I wrote for 
Eleanor and Michael as well as aging them closer to being seniors in high school. After 
seeing a wide age range and a wide range of performances, I decided to cast for older in 
the end. This source of this decision ultimately came when Taylor Brock came in to read 
for Eleanor. She was this incredible combination of untraditionally pretty with the perfect 
Eleanor glasses, and a tough exterior with a genuine emotional vulnerability.  
I ultimately got really strong actors that I’m very happy and grateful to have had 
the opportunity to work with, but on the other hand, I was unhappy that they did not bring 
me an ethnically diverse group of actors at all, and they did not bring in people I 
specifically asked for. They only brought in three options for Eleanor’s Dad, one of 
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which was Taylor’s actual father. Though the theory behind this choice made some sense 
– they both naturally looked alike – and though my casting directors clearly wanted me to 
head that direction, something was holding me back. Taylor’s dad was a little too cool. I 
needed someone who could be loveably dorky. I also repeatedly asked to see Jacques 
Colimon, an actor I had seen in other grad films and had recently spent some time with 
on Jim Hickcox’s Slow Creep. His coincidentally busy schedule during our auditions rub 
them the wrong way, and I never even saw a tape. So, in the end, I auditioned and cast 
both Jacques Colimon (Everett) and David Hess (Eleanor’s Dad) myself.  
Knowing that we did not have the budget to pay our extras, let along paying 
Brock Allen to cast our extras, I brought on Maddison Hughes, a RTF undergrad, to cast 
the extras for Eleanor. Casting extras for the high school age range is one of the most 
difficult extras casting to undertake. You need both people that look young, and people 
who can be on set potentially during weekdays and/or late into the night for endless 
hours. Our casting calls turned out barely anyone. In the end, we pulled a lot of friends, 
and friends of friends from Facebook, and when we were on set, we would sometimes 
pull young looking crew to help fill in gaps. It was not ideal, but we made it work.  
Locations	  
Setting can both reinforce character and story, as well as be a character itself. I 
knew that the right locations were going to be key in selling this world. The one location 
I was most concerned about was securing a high school. I did not necessarily want to 
pinpoint the location as a Texas high school, but I definitely wanted it to be a high school 
that took place in a smaller American town. I didn’t want the high school to seem too 
well off either, but definitely someplace that felt more like a potentially run down public 
school.  
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All of those requests are all fine and good, but when it came down to it, my 
producers were running into a wall of endless fees coming from the different film 
friendly schools. For about four days of shooting, it was going to cost roughly $3000, 
which included hourly rates on the rooms (depending on the room, the price changed), 
plus a faculty member and a janitorial staff member that would be required to be present 
for the entire shoot, both of which we would have to pay an hourly rate. Though we were 
assured we were getting student discounts, we were still floored that it was so expensive. 
We ultimately found LBJ High School after a tip off from my classmate Caleb Kuntz, 
who shot his thesis there the previous summer. It not only was cheaper (closer to $2700 
for all four days), but it had just the well-loved look of a public high school with a lot of 
character that I was hoping for.   
In regard to the house locations, both Eleanor’s house and the party house, we 
tried a number of strategies. We did everything between hoping to get some help from the 
Texas Film Commission or the Austin Film Commission, to searching homes on AirBnB. 
Both came up empty either because the look wasn’t quite right, or they wanted just as 
much as the school did in terms of day rates. They wouldn’t budge an inch on their rates, 
even with us being students. I was very fortunate that both Déjà, and Julia Hix (the 
mother of one of my actresses) were generously willing to open up their beautiful homes 
to us all for the low fee of paying for a maid service to come in at the end of the shoot.  
The meteor shower location was a tricky one. It’s originally based on a place near 
my hometown called Windy Hill, which had the most incredible view of the San 
Francisco Peninsula. I needed a place that had an open enough skyline and away from the 
city lights to “stargaze” (or for us to composite in stars), and also felt somewhat magical. 
This is Eleanor’s special spot, her sanctuary. I looked into a number of “lookouts” in and 
around Austin, but none felt quite right. Then, on a scout in Emma Long Park where the 
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dirt bike trails are, I decided on a whim to drive all the way down to the end of the road to 
see where it would take me. When it opened up to the lake, and I stood out on those 
docks, I knew in my heart that this was the spot where I wanted to end my movie.   
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Production 
Day	  1-­‐4:	  The	  High	  School	  
Out of nowhere, it was time to start principle photography. The first day was 
really a half-day, which was a nice way to ease into things. We kept it simple – just 
Eleanor and a couple of cutaways. And, for the most part it was simple, besides having to 
coordinate shooting at the front of the school right around the time classes let out for the 
day. One of the stipulations of being able to shoot during school hours was that we would 
avoid filming any student or faculty member. As more classes let out, it became more 
difficult to avoid people roaming in and out of frame. Let alone the terrible ambiance (in 
the scene Eleanor was supposed to be one of the last ones left at school), we were starting 
to lose light. I happen to step inside to use the restroom, and on my way out, I befriended 
the security guard that was stationed just inside the front doors. For the rest of the shoot, 
he helped stop people as best he could during our takes.  
For the rest of the weekend, we pretty much had full run of the school since the 
district had Martin Luther King Jr. Day off. Partially because we really only had a half 
day to warm up, but additionally, in the second day we were adding two more principle 
characters and a whole slew of extras. My Assistant Director, Makena Buchanan, was 
new to ADing, and it had been a while since I worked with Patrick as a director. Needless 
to say, we were still settling into our groove. Things were a bit slow, and there were a 
few miscommunications. But for the most part, things were starting to move in the right 
direction.  
Something I struggled with in my first weekend was the sheer number of crew on 
set. This was by far the largest production I had ever directed, both in crew and cast sizes. 
There were moments in the first couple days that I felt like my voice was starting to get 
drowned out. While I welcome collaborating on problem solving, it got to a point where 
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everyone started weighing in about what they thought was the best solution when an issue 
or question came up. It was overwhelming and it made it difficult to think about what I 
wanted to do, or what I thought was best. I started to get frustrated with everyone, which 
I didn’t want to do and I didn’t like, especially because it was all coming from a good 
place. I realized that something needed to change, and it needed to start with how we set 
up the next scene, and how Makena orchestrates the protocol. He and I started the habit 
of pulling each other aside for issues, rather than broadcasting it in front of groups of 
crew. We started sending Patrick and myself ahead of people to walk through scenes 
before bringing in G&E or other camera crew, because even that was distracting. It’s a 
lesson I have relearned so many times – each set is different and you have to figure out 
what works best for that particular production.  
There were several scenes where I had to split my focus between my principle 
actors and my featured extras. But I felt that devoting some time to the featured extras 
was also important. Even if we were about to shoot, I wanted to make sure the extras in 
the Health classroom scene had something to do or think about. I made sure to go around 
to each of them to give them a bit of backstory and motivation.  
There were a few times that we really needed to nail the background extras’ 
choreography to make sure movement felt balanced and natural. We specifically had to 
pay close attention to this in the Cafeteria scene, when we were shooting Hallway scenes 
and the scene in the Gym. I relied heavily on Makena (my 1st AD), Maddison Hughes 
(my 2nd AD) and Patrick to get things down. It had to feel full and bustling, but not 
orchestrated, and we had to do all of that with only a handful of extras. There was a lot of 
swapping out clothing, “young looking” crew and doing passing wipes of people directly 
in front of the lens.  
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Day	  5-­‐6:	  Eleanor’s	  House	  
During our days off, I took Patrick to Julia Hix’s house to do some preliminary 
blocking and walking through different scenes. When we were in “Eleanor’s room,” we 
discussed the flashback scene and the transition shots that I had planned out. We realized 
we might be able to get it in one take, and if done successfully, it would look really cool. 
Our plan was to move from the present day to the past by dollying and tilting up to a 
spinning mobile and in that time of the spinning, the art and set would change to the past 
and the young counterparts would step in and continue the scene – all without cutting. 
The thought excited both of us. I called Teena afterward to prep her since it would take a 
lot of production design coordinating, and she was completely game. In the end, it took 
ten takes and an incredible amount of teamwork to pull it off.  
After coming back form a couple days off, we started things off easy with just 
scenes in Eleanor’s room. The design of Eleanor’s room needed to be extremely special. 
This is the closest glimpse into her personal world the viewer will receive, and it needed 
to reflect that. There were so many details that we never got close ups on, but that add up 
to make her room feel full and real.  
In addition to casting David as Eleanor’s Dad, I cast Peggy Schott as Eleanor’s 
mom. To me, they were both close enough to be Eleanor’s parents. What was most 
important to me was that they gave off the right energy and performance. Eleanor’s 
parents needed to be kind and warm. They built a home for Eleanor that was safe and full 
of love. I didn’t want teenage Eleanor’s relationship with her parents to be the 
stereotypical strained and angry relationship. I wanted it rooted in happy memories. To 
me, that is a huge part of who Eleanor is and why she longs so much for the past.  
Other than my Dogma film, where I worked with a one year old, this was my first 
time directing kids. When I casted them, Bella was by far the strongest performer, and I 
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knew that I needed whoever the Young Eleanor was to be natural and responsive to 
direction. Gabriel, though a bit green, had a natural talent that I felt and hoped I could 
pull out the right performance from him when the time came. On top of the already 
difficult task of communicating direction to kids, I put them in a crazy one-take shot. 
They took it on like champs though.  
When it came time to do the first flashback scene, I struggled a bit with Gabriel’s 
maturity. Unsurprisingly, as an adolescent boy, I could tell he felt a little uncomfortable 
sitting so closely next to Bella, though it wasn’t for lack of liking it. He wanted to make 
jokes when they were adlibbing some things, which sometimes I let him and sometimes I 
asked him to pull back. For them, though of course getting a good and the strong 
performance is always preferred, it was also equally important to me that they have a 
good experience since they’re kids.  
On the last night at Julie’s house, we had to shoot a scene out of order. We filmed 
the scene that was written to be directly after the bathroom scene, and half way through 
Eleanor and Michael’s argument and eventual reconciliation. This potential issue wasn’t 
raised until a day or so before we were supposed to shoot it. Déjà brought it up first; 
raising the concern that emotionally it might mess with their performance. But, we 
couldn’t find any loopholes in our schedule and had to proceed, hoping that rehearsing 
beforehand would help. 
As it turns out, it didn’t, and after all those days directing hoards of extras, this 
day was the most difficult. It was our first half of night shoot, and it was a little cold. We 
had a slightly belligerent neighbor who might as well have stepped out of a John Hughes 
movie, tipsy and complaining as he walked his tiny dog in a bathrobe past our set. I tried 
running through the bathroom scene and argument that lead up to this one, I tried pulling 
each of them aside to give them notes privately, but I could not get Taylor and Colin to 
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focus and get serious. I feel like when you’re directing, you can sometimes lose sight of 
what is working and if you actually got the performance you need. For the most part, I 
was able to talk with people like my script supervisor, Amanda Gotera, or with Patrick. 
And, at the time, we thought we got it in the end, but you never really know until you 
reach post-production.  
Day	  7-­‐8:	  The	  Party	  
The next couple days were dedicated to all of the party scenes. These were the 
most difficult, and the ones I was dreading the most – mainly because I was least 
confident in our plan of shooting it, I am terrible at night shoots, and I had to coordinate 
tons of extras doing very important story beats. Generally, creating the look of the party 
was the easiest. There was a moment when we weren’t sure we would have enough male 
extras, but luckily one more guy pulled through, and even adding the one made all the 
difference in the world.  
 I somehow got through both nights, and we somehow made it seem like it was a 
full party. Patrick and I carpooled to set every day, and I remember on our way home one 
of the nights he asked me how I was dealing with directing all those extras. To be 
completely honest, I had no time to worry about it. There was so much preparation that 
was consuming me and that led up to shooting that all of a sudden I was on set, and I 
needed to direct. It was one of those sink or swim moments, or fight or flight moments, 
which I supposed anytime you direct you have to face this on some level. You just have 
to dive into it and do it. And, so I did.  
Day	  9:	  The	  Meteor	  Shower	  
The biggest problem with shooting the meteor shower scene was time. We were 
only allowed to be in the park until 10pm, and the sun didn’t go down until 6pm. On top 
of that, of all the days to hit terrible traffic, that was it. By the time Patrick, Caleb (our 
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Gaffer) and I got to set, we should have already been setting up. I didn’t realize how tight 
we were going to be on time until we got there, and I immediately realized we had too 
many shots. So, I had to quickly reshot list. Amanda helped me since she was the other 
person on set who knew the story as well as me, being both the script supervisor and my 
co-writer. We got beautiful footage, but again, it was one of those director moments that 
though you might be pretty sure and happy with what you go, you still aren’t entirely sure 




Working	  with	  an	  Editor	  
Before I got to RTF, I had dabbled in editing, but was never very drawn to it, or 
proficient in any one editing platform. Since I had plenty of friends who thrived and 
actually enjoyed editing and post-production work, I just always worked with an editor. 
And I actually preferred the distance in handing over a project completely to an editor 
after wrapping a shoot. He would work on an assembly / cut that would reflect the script 
and then he would go on from there making his own creative choices as an editor, though 
still keeping my intent in mind. We would come together for notes, and work together 
through any major issues.  
When applying and upon entering the program, I dreaded the fact that I had to edit 
my own work while I was here, mostly because I was afraid and didn’t feel comfortable 
in any of the editing software. But, ultimately, I’m glad I was pushed to learn and face 
my own weaknesses and mistakes as a director. I certainly learned quickly from it, and 
had to relearn some things about directing, writing, producing, and really everything 
about the filmmaking process with every film I made. And, while I was happy to be 
growing as a filmmaker, I was also counting down the days until I could finally get a 
chance to work with an editor again for my thesis.  
But, after about three years of being required to edit my own work, it felt strange 
to give my film to someone else when it came time to start post-production for Eleanor. 
Being able to throw myself into editing started to help fill that void that is left after 
principle photography is wrapped. Even more so this time around I felt at a loss of what 
to do with myself since I had spent so much of the past couple years developing and 
planning and having Eleanor be a part of my life. About two weeks in, I found myself in 
a panic, questioning whether or not I did the right thing.  
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I chose to work with Leah Griffin, one of my classmates from the very beginning 
of my time here. She and I always got along. She was different from the rest of our 
cohort. She learned things in a different way, and she always developed her stories and 
scripts in a way that was unconventional. But, she is also the kind of person that if you 
stick with her and take the time to understand where she is coming from, it usually ends 
up in an amazing place. Since my pre-thesis, I worked closely with her when it came to 
editing. She would sit with me and give me notes, and I could tell she was really getting 
how to finesse emotional cuts and hone structure. She is not shy about giving her opinion 
on what is not working, but on the other side of that, if something is strong and she likes 
it, you know she means it. As our partnership grew stronger, I knew I wanted her to edit 
my film, if the timing worked out.  
For a while, it was uncertain that our schedules would allow further collaboration 
for Eleanor, but in the end, we were able to team up. And, though I suffered a bit from a 
sort of postpartum sadness after my film wrapped, after I was able to finally watch an 
assembly, I started to feel more comfortable again and was reminded why I chose to work 
with someone at this stage. I wasn’t in this alone. I had Leah, as well as Andrew 
Hernandez, who was initially brought on as an assistant editor. He eventually became an 
editor too after he put in the work, as well as became much more of a partner to Leah.   
Once I was able to fully let go, a weight was lifted and I felt a sense of freedom. 
Working with an editor again was amazing. Though Leah and Andrew had to endure my 
worst performances and my worst directing, it was worth having that extra barrier 
between being on set and cutting decisions. 
The	  Importance	  of	  Sound	  
Brad Engleking is brilliant. I have always been charmed by the sound mix 
process, and had good experiences in the mix before, but I had not found a true 
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collaborator yet. It helped that he had previous relationships with Patrick and Déjà, so 
going into it I had a little bit of an in. But, he and I also just really hit it off. Of course, 
he’s spot on when it comes to dialogue editing, placing Foley and ambiences. But, when 
we started to get into the nuances of moments, the film came alive. Directly after the 
second flashback, it shows a quiet scene where Eleanor and her dad eat pizza, and then 
she packs up her things for stargazing. The music swells as she says, “The truth is there’s 
a lot of emptiness out there.” He used a technique where he pushed the Foley and 
production sound to the background, and then allowed the voiceover and music fill the 
space to let the audience feel and get into the protagonist’s head. It was a minor tweak, 
but enough to really let the moment and emotional pull rest and breathe, and now it’s one 
of my favorite moments in my film.  
Sound and music really played a crucial role in making scenes, moments and 
story beats work. Without something as simple as ambience, the scenes at school were so 
quiet and awkward, and the party scene, well, did not feel like a party at all. We had so 
many issues with the party scene to begin with. We didn’t shoot enough coverage, we 
really didn’t have a lot of extras on set, and the room layout made it difficult to sell that 
they didn’t have time to stop the egg from being thrown. Once we got the edit just right 
to help create space, the music helped to set the tone and tie everything together. And 
even still, Brad took it all to the next level in adding effects and mixing everything to 
perfection.  
Before getting into the mix, I worked with Elaine Hurt recording ADR and Foley 
and getting ready for my mix. I was hoping to work more on sound design before the mix 
and with Elaine, but we ended up running out of time as we ran into issues picture 
locking. Knowing that he has a better library and is more experienced, I feel that she 
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ultimately ended up not being as precise, and not getting to everything when she heard 
that Brad would be mixing.  
Working	  with	  a	  Composer	  
Since John Hughes films were a big inspiration for this film, music was another 
component that I knew I had to nail. I had never worked with Nathan Efstation as a 
composer before, but after seeing his work in other people’s films, and seeing him put 
together an entire pop album from scratch, I felt that he was a strong candidate to take on 
Eleanor’s sound. Though Eleanor is not officially set in the 1980s, I wanted to be 
strongly reminiscent of that time and of films like The Breakfast Club. Nathan really took 
that idea and ran with it. I could tell he had some good things cooking even from the 
beginning when he was testing things out.  
The toughest thing by far when working on the music was working long distance. 
Though L.A. and Austin are only two hours apart, there were several times when I really 
felt it. Nathan stays up late to work, and I tend to go to bed early. There were countless 
nights and even days when our lines of communication were delayed because of timing.  
While he was in his studio working on things, he would text me songs, usually 
with picture, to check out and give notes (See Appendix H). Ultimately, that became a 
really efficient way to stay in communication about things. There were definitely a few 
nights, and one night in particular, where I would be lying on the couch waiting for the 
next round of samples that needed notes, and trying not to fall asleep. Or, falling asleep 
and then waking up to an extra loud text alert in order to give him notes. It was hard, and 
I definitely had my moments of worry, even though I had seen Nathan pull through 
countless times before.  
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And sure enough, Nathan delivered. I couldn’t ask for more beautiful, perfectly 
toned music for my film. The music in the end makes me want to pump my fist in the air 
like John Bender at the end of The Breakfast Club. 
The	  Importance	  of	  Color	  
So many things had to come together in the end to make Eleanor and the Egg feel 
like a whole world and a complete idea. All of the nods to John Hughes were there in 
small pieces, but it was not finessed yet. Bringing in music helped a lot and got us closer 
to that 1980s John Hughes feel. But, when we finally got to color grading, things really 
started to fall into place.  
I worked with Simon Quiroz on color correction. We referenced three different 
looks for the film (See Appendix I). For the present day world of the film, our main 
inspiration was The Breakfast Club. It has a high contrast and rich saturation look. We 
wanted to create a dreamy, hazy memory look for the flashbacks that could contrast from 
the present day. We decided to look at images from a different era entirely, since the 
quality of film that people used changed over time. Our main focus landed on 
photographs from the 1970s. And, for the snapshots that Eleanor and Michael take with a 
disposable camera, we decided to look at what prints from disposable cameras looked 
like – which as it turns out can have contrast and saturation, but it tends to have a more 
faded look with vignette edging.  
Even within the present day world, we took some liberties, especially when 
Eleanor went from spaces she was comfortable in, such as school and home, to places 
that were stressful and uncomfortable, such as the party. Simon took special care to color 
the bathroom scene with an almost neon green tinge, which is both a place where Eleanor 
is most vulnerable and a place where she is most out of place. And, in the scenes directly 
afterward, we go back to the higher contrast and saturated style. However, even at the 
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dock, it almost feels like a cross between present day coloring, and the 1970s photograph 
look for the flashbacks. This was more of a happy accident since the main source of light 
in the end scene is a streetlight, which gave off a very yellow tungsten quality. But, in the 
end, it was kind of a nice in between since Eleanor and Michael come back together in 
friendship after all those years.  
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To The Future 
Looking back from where I began my journey to filmmaking, it is unsurprising to 
me that I was drawn to a coming of age story, because in so many ways the path to 
finding my voice and harnessing it has been a coming of age.  
I came to film school wanting to learn and become a stronger director and writer. 
And, while I’ve been here I feel that I have accomplished that, though I know learning 
and growing is never ending. But, while here, I also rediscovered and claimed my 
identity as a producer. There is something empowering about all three – writing, 
producing and directing – all of which fulfill me in different ways.  
I know producing is my strength, and I will most likely head down that track 
when I move to Los Angeles after graduating. But, I’d also like to think that Eleanor and 
the Egg is still just the beginning for me as a director. With the help of my colleagues and 
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Appendix A 
The following is the shooting script for the principle photography of Eleanor and 





















































The following is the rewritten shooting script for the pickup shoot. This is a lined 


















The following is a personal note of reminders that I carried on my person during 
my pickup shoot. It contained further director’s notes suggested by Micah Barber (a RFT 
lecturer that I taught with for three years), as well as one note that I added during a 




An additional note to 
myself/ confidence boost. 
Micah’s directing 
reminders. 
Other directing reminders. 
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Appendix D 
The following are the Production Design Digital Renderings by Teena Sauvola. 
These were early concepts that we had discussed, but did not necessarily stick with since 
a lot of the color schemes depended on the locations we actually got.  
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Egg Concept Art - We ended up going with a combination of the 




The following are examples of early and continuing inspirations for the Eleanor 
and the Egg screenplay, tone, themes and look. 
 
  
John Hughes films, especially The Breakfast 
Club. 
The television series Freaks and Geeks. 
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Appendix F 







Lindsay Weir from Freaks and Geeks. 
Photographs of youth and teenagers from the 
60s, 70s and 80s, especially “Hurt” (1972) by 
Joseph Szabo as a part of the series “Coming 
of Age in America.” 
Concept for Eleanor’s vest 










The following are examples of message exchanges between my composer, Nathan 





Examples of exchanges between Nathan Efstation and I. We worked primarily 
through texting. He would send me samples and we’d go back and forth with notes. 




The following are examples of different color references that my colorist, Simon Quiroz, 
and I used when we were color grading.  
	  
 
Present day world: high contrast and 
saturation. 
Flashbacks: Photographs from the 1970s. 
Snapshots: Actual disposable camera prints. Contrast and saturated, but faded 
and with vignette edges. 
